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Chapter 1 : Vowels | calendrierdelascience.com
For their part, Vowels knew only that the dot on the youngest i was far moe important than the most capital W. And so
they came to wage a fierce war to prove who were the better letters. But as S's outflank E's and O's surround H's, an
enemy of all the alphabet appers on the horizon--one which neither Vowels or Consonants can conquer alone.

Friday, July 4, Throwback Thursday: I had this post all ready to go, but then the day got away from me. So
enjoy some extra reading on the 4th of July. One of my favorite books to read at the beginning of the year is
The War Between the Vowels and Consonants. It really helps student identify the vowels and consonants that
they seem to have forgotten about over the summer. If you stick to the end, I have a freebie that goes along
with the book. Then I headed up to the Mall of Georgia and got there at about 9am At least Target was open! I
was also supposed to meet a friend in the afternoon, but she ended up cancelling on me. You have to try this
recipe! Luckily yesterday was a little more relaxing. I took a walk with my husband I distinctly remember
asking my students the first week of school to name all the vowels. There was a blank stare, people. Therefore
every year, I read this book the first week of school. Perhaps even the first day of school. A war breaks outs.
All of the sudden a squiggle comes to town. Eventually the vowels and consonants work together. They form
words and scare that darn squiggle out of town. Because squiggles are Scary with a capital S. Except if I use
that spray on sunscreen. Side note - I bought a Groupon for a spray tan. Would it stink to get stuck on an
island with no bathing suit?? Because you know my stranded island would have an outlet and access to
Amazon. Honestly I love to read so much! The one I had been using was from Click the picture to download
the printable!
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Chapter 2 : THE WAR BETWEEN THE VOWELS AND THE CONSONANTS by Priscilla Turner , Whitney T
The vowels and the consonants are at war. They realize they had a bigger problem when the scribble showed up in
town. he vowels and the consonants had to work together to get rid of their common nemesis.

I started with checking for understanding of vowels and consonants because students must have this
fundamental understanding to be able to successfully analyze CVC and CVCe words. C stands for a consonant
and V stands for a vowel. I said something like: There is one letter that is both a consonant and a vowel. Open
your word work book and lets make a T-Chart on one side you will list all the consonants and on the other side
you will list the vowels. Look up here and see one way you can set up your page. You should have 21
consonants. Do you have all six? Which letter is both a consonant and a vowel? The Y can make two sounds
long I and and Long E. Like in cry the Y makes the long I sound- in the word puppy the Y makes the long E
sound. I bet you knew that, right? I read a few pages to get them interested in thinking about the difference
between vowels and consonants. I said, "Today students you will begin a year long study of words. We are
going to start today with learning about three syllable types and the pattern of letters in them. We will be
looking carefully for patterns of consonants and vowels. This helps us know how to pronounce and spell
words. Many words in the English language follow spelling patterns. I want you to remember everything you
have learned about words from kindergarten to now and use that knowledge to help you sort some words in a
couple of minutes. Make a three column chart with a heading at the top like this: Did you notice that some of
the words have a long A and some have a short A? The first kinds of words you learned to read in
Kindergarten were closed syllables: Do you see how the words all have one vowel that is followed by one or
two consonants? These words are all closed one syllable words. Their vowel sound is short. Check your words
with the words in the pocket chart to see if you placed them in the correct column based on the pattern of
letters and the long or short A sound. See if that helps you figure out new words. Today you will continue to
read in your informational texts. You are reading to learn facts and ideas about your topic. Write important
information on your post-it so you can share it with your partners. As students are reading confer with
students. Ask them how their reading is going and have them share what they are learning with you. Notice
the kids of things they are writing down. Ask them why they thought it was important. As students are reading
they are post-iting different things depending on what they notice. Some students are copying sentences from
the book- because that makes them feel safe and smart,some students are asking questions about the text ,
some students are capturing boxes and bullets- main ideas and supporting details. Capturing facts Post-its
capturing facts- then students writes a question they have about that fact. Partner Share and Whole Group
Share Out 10 minutes Three minutes before it is time for students to share with their partners what they are
reading about, I cued they to look over their post-it notes to be ready to share with a partner. On this day, I
also asked for a couple of students to share out what they discussed in their partnerships with the whole class.
Whole Group Share video clip.
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The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants by Priscilla Turner, Whitney Turner The unknown history of letters
For as long as any letter could remember, Vowels and Consonants had been enemies.

Chapter 4 : The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants by Priscilla Turner
The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants Priscilla Turner, Author, Whitney Turner, Illustrator Farrar Straus
Giroux $16 (32p) ISBN More By and About This Author.
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This book is a creative way to explain the relationship between vowels and consonants. Teachers can connect history,
transportation, etc. to carry this book throughout the curriculum. This book would be a great addition to a school/home
library.

Chapter 6 : Polka Dot Firsties: Throwback Thursday: Vowels
It's a fun story about a conflict between vowels and consonants. It starts, as most wars do, with two groups who are
enemies. At first, they simply choose to distrust and dislike each other, but one day there's a first strike from one side
that is answered by the other and before you know it, both sides are at war.

Chapter 7 : The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants : Priscilla Turner :
If The War Between the Vowels and Consonants was a movie, a musical score would be necessary. A movie
soundtrack does more than just fill the time between conversations. It establishes a mood and helps the audience
understand the theme of the movie.

Chapter 8 : Fifth grade Lesson Word Work: Within Words Sorts | BetterLesson
Only occasional flashes of cleverness illuminate this parable of warring camps uniting in the face of a common threat.
The uneasy truce between the aristocratic vowels and the plebian consonants finally breaks down into open warfare, but
at the advent of a giant scribble (oxymoronically described.

Chapter 9 : The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants by Priscilla Turner | Scholastic
Caydor Presents: The War Between the Vowels and the Consonants by Priscilla Turner Vowels,consonants and
semi-vowels 2 Vowel Bat kids song by Shari Sloane www kidscount com School is.
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